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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents a recursive quasi-optimal satellite 
selection algorithm for future GNSS receivers to enhance 
positioning accuracy and robustness with limited 
resources. For the next decade, new systems, together 
with existing systems, will provide as much as 40 visible 
satellites with 160 multi-frequency signals. Any receiver 
targeting all in-view GNSS signals with fewer channels 
will need to choose a subset of satellites to be tracked. 
This is essential for low cost commercial receivers where 
hardware channels and navigation computer real-time 
processing capability are limited (hardware/software 
limitations, complexity of certification, etc.). For 
example, in order to choose 32 satellites out of 40, 
traditional algorithms will need more than 50 billion 
Floating point Operations (FLOPs), which is a huge load 
for current embedded processors. The algorithm presented 
in this paper provides quasi-optimal geometry from any 
combination of signal sources, such as GNSS satellites, 
space or ground-based augmentation systems, and local 
constellations. In contrast with the true optimal algorithm, 
the recursive quasi-optimal algorithm requires a 
drastically lower computational load. By incorporating 
various weighting factors, this algorithm can account for 
User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) when optimizing 
DOP. Furthermore, when satellites are temporarily 
blocked, the algorithm provides a list of next-best 
replacement satellites as a by-product. Receiver 
Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) constraints 
can also be applied to this algorithm. All these unique 
features will enhance the robustness and overall accuracy 
of GNSS receivers. These advantages are unique 
compared to other quasi-optimal technique of equivalent 
computational burden. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  
 
For the next decade, future GNSS systems such as GPS, 
GLONASS, Galileo and Compass together with existing 
SBAS systems or even local constellations, will provide 
more than 40 visible satellites for ground-based users, and 



even more for space-born users. Figure 1 shows a 
snapshot of global visibility of all GNSS systems, while 
Table 1 lists all the GNSS civil signals. These signals will 
be available on different frequency bands, making the 
number of visible GNSS signals reach more than 160, in 
addition to augmentation and local systems’ signals. 
 

 
Figure 1: Visibility of All Future GNSS satellites [1] 

This will drastically improve ranging systems’ 
availability, continuity, integrity and resistance to 
interferences, while imposing new challenges on the 
receiver side. Given a 40-channel multi-frequency 
receiver, several channels may be used for the same 
satellite, thus leaving a large number of untracked visible 
satellites. Despite the fact that "all-in-view" receivers may 
avoid this issue by accommodating all the visible signals, 
the optimum performance with the lowest number of 
channels is always preferable in terms of system 
complexity, power consumption and cost, especially for 
most commercial devices with limited number of 
channels (ex. 24 to 48). Hence, it is highly desirable to 
have a fast satellite selection method to choose the ideal 
subset of visible satellites in order to continuously 
maintain the best satellites’ configuration, in real-time.  
 
Considering all current and future civil GNSS signals, 
performing a true optimal satellite selection will impose a 
huge computational load, especially as visible satellites 
grow in number. For example, choosing 20 satellites out 
of 40 represents approximately 1x1011 combinations. The 
optimal algorithm calculates each of their Dilution of 
Precision (DOP), or any other criterion, and finds the 
combination producing the best results. In this case, this 
technique is only possible in post-processing software. 
Moreover, even with a small number of visible satellites, 
the recalculation rate needs to be fast enough to prevent 
out-of-date satellite combinations from degrading the 
overall navigation accuracy.  
 

Table 1: Current and Future GNSS Civil Signals 

32 C/A

32 L1C (I/Q)

32 L2 L2C (CM/CL)

32 L5 L5 (I/Q)

30 E1 E1 (B/C)

30 E5a (I/Q)

30 E5b (I/Q)

24 L1OF

24 L1ROC

24 L2 L2OF

24 L5OF

24 L3ROC

35 E1-1 B1-1: C/A (I)

35 E5B B2: C/A (I)

35 E6 B3: C/A (I)
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This paper presents a new satellite selection algorithm for 
future GNSS receivers to produce more accurate Position, 
Velocity and Time (PVT) estimates by choosing the 
optimal subset of GNSS satellites. Knowing all the 
almanacs and an initial receiver PVT, the proposed 
recursive quasi-optimum algorithm gives DOP estimates 
only one percent larger in average compared to the all-
combinations true optimum method, but with dramatically 
lower computational load. This algorithm can assess 
satellite geometry targeting any DOP metric, so that it 
could be flexibly tailored to any specific application and 
easily changed to match any user dynamic requirements. 
For example, a terrestrial user could use GDOP; a 
spacecraft receiver equipped with precise clock should 
target Position DOP (PDOP) while the Vertical DOP 
(VDOP) might be of greater interest for space shuttles’ 
touchdown and airplane landing. As a by-product, it 
generates a sequence of next-best satellites for immediate 
replacement in case of signal blockage/outage, multipath 
or other strong signal perturbations. Thus, during 
navigation, the DOP will not noticeably increase if these 
replacement satellites are immediately tracked and used in 
the navigation solution upon loss of one or more satellites 
(i.e. before the next iteration of this algorithm). RAIM 
constraints can also be inserted into the proposed 
algorithm, screening out inadmissible satellites even if 
they would provide the best metrics. Furthermore, various 
weighting factors can be incorporated into the satellites’ 
selection to account for measurement discrepancies and to 
minimize errors. The weighting factors are formed by 
proper combination of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), User 
Range Accuracy (URA), atmospheric modeling error, and 
Kalman filter error estimates. Hence, with near-optimal 
geometry, low computational load and various features, 
the recursive quasi-optimal algorithm is well suited for 
real-time applications that pursue future multi-frequency 
GNSS constellations with greater accuracy, reliability and 
flexibility.  
 



This paper first reviews the existing satellite selection 
methods. Then, it presents the basic idea behind the 
proposed recursive quasi-optimal Satellite Selection 
algorithm and its implementation details, including 
algorithm optimizations and generation of fast-
replacement backup satellites list. It is followed by a 
performance comparison with other existing methods 
using both random and simulated constellations by 
Monte-Carlo analysis. The computational load is 
assessed, and different weighing factors are summarized. 
Next, RAIM-admissible constraints are further discussed, 
and the potential to incorporate them in the proposed 
algorithm is demonstrated, making the receiver RAIM-
ready. Finally, the optimal geometry’s changing rate is 
studied and the impacts of the iteration rate on the overall 
DOP loss are presented. A brief summary ends this paper 
with the advantages of the proposed technique. 
 
 
2 NAVIGATION ERROR MODEL 
 
Early GPS receivers with 4 to 6 channels needed to select 
an optimum subset from all the visible satellites (i.e. 8 to 
12). Nowadays, this problem is bypassed by most of the 
all-in-view receivers. However, for the new multi-
constellation multi-frequency GNSS era, satellite 
selection is an old problem with a new flavor, and it will 
impose new challenges on GNSS receivers’ design.  
 
Position and time estimates’ accuracy is one of the most 
important performance metrics for GNSS receivers. The 
standard deviation of navigation error is modeled as [2]: 
 ��� ����	��
 & ��� � ����� � ���� (1) 

 
Where �����  is the standard deviation of User Equivalent 
Range Error common to each satellite and GDOP stands 
for Geometric Dilution Of Precision. The UERE is the 
difference between the true and measured user-satellite 
distances, and is further divided into Signal In Space User 
Range Error (SIS URE) and User Equipment Errors 
(UEE) [3]. The GDOP describes the user-satellites 
geometric relationship, which greatly affects navigation 
accuracy. It is possible to model other position errors by 
using corresponding DOPs: for example, the position 
error is modeled using PDOP: 
 ��� ����	��
 � ����� � ���� (2) 

 
Because the UERE is generally different for all satellites 
[4], a minimum GDOP cannot guarantee minimum 
navigation error. For example, a satellite at low elevation 
angle might provide optimal geometry but the 
pseudorange error can be significantly larger than those of 
other satellites. Nonetheless, to have a minimum GDOP is 
always the first step in achieving optimum navigation 
performances. Also, it is possible to incorporate various 

weighting factors to account for UERE discrepancies in 
the satellite selection process, thus producing a set of 
satellites that has minimum weighted GDOP. This 
technique is further discussed in section 4.4.  
 
 
3 SATELLITE SELECTION ALGORITHMS 
 
The best position solution for a given measurement error 
variance is the one that minimizes GDOP. GDOP, in turn, 
is minimized for an assumed user location by optimizing 
the relative geometry of the selected satellites [1]. There 
are generally three kinds of algorithms to minimize DOP. 
The optimal selection algorithm yields the true minimal 
DOP at the cost of a high computational load. Sub-
optimal algorithms greatly reduce the computational load, 
but provide reasonably higher DOPs. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that selecting more than four satellites is 
possible, although algorithms are optimized for four 
satellites’ selection. The addition of more satellites is 
based on additional DOP, whose computational load is 
high [8]. Most excitingly, a quasi-optimal selection 
algorithm is introduced in section 3.3; it produces quasi-
optimal DOP with low computational load. 
 
3.1 OPTIMAL SATELLITE SELECTION 
 

Given N visible satellites, there are ��� � �!�! �����!  
possible k–subsets, each comprised of a unique 
combination of k satellites. By computing the DOP of 
each subset, and searching for the resulting minimal DOP, 
the optimal satellite combination is selected. For example, 
to choose 6 satellites out of 12, DOP calculation and 
comparison would be applied �� ! � 924  times. This 
might be possible for ground-based GPS receivers, whose 
maximum visible satellites will never exceed 12. On the 
other hand, for future GNSS receivers, choosing 20 
satellites out of 40 implies reproducing �!%&% � 1.38 +10   times the same computations. As processors become 
more powerful, this load may be achievable in real-time. 
In this case, real-time requirements depend on how fast 
the satellites’ geometry changes, as further described in 
Section 5. Indeed, a single GDOP calculation is defined 
as [4]: 
 ���� �  -./0123������ 4 (3) 

� � 5los  1los! 19los:  1; (4) 

 
where G is the direction cosine matrix and its row vector 
is composed by the line-of-sight vector <=>�  from the 
receiver to the ?	@ satellite, and a constant 1. This requires 
4x4 matrix multiplication and inversion, both of which 
are processor intensive operations. When executed in a 



loop, whose count rapidly increases with the number of 
visible satellites, the optimal algorithm consumes huge 
FLOPs, as shown in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Computational Load of Optimal Satellite 
Selection (4, 6, 8, 10 SVs selected out of 13 to 41) 

 
3.2 SUB-OPTIMAL SATELLITE SELECTION 

ALGORITHMS 
 
The most popular satellite selection algorithm was 
developed by Dr. W. M. Lear, called “Lear’s simple 
satellite selection algorithm” [5] or more widely known as 
the “Highest Elevation” algorithm. It first selects the 
satellite of largest elevation angle. Then, new satellites are 
added on a best-match basis: the second is 90° away from 
the first; the third is perpendicular to the plane formed by 
the two first; the fourth optimizes GDOP, and the fifth 
minimizes PDOP. It produces reasonably good results 
with a very small computational load. Note that it is 
possible to extend this algorithm to select more than five 
satellites.  
 
When selecting four satellites, the selected satellites will 
form a tetrahedron with the receiver, whose volume is 
said to be approximately inversely proportional the 
corresponding GDOP. Hence, by maximizing the volume, 
the GDOP is minimized [6]. Various algorithms are 
developed based on this theory. Instead of computing 
GDOP, the most straightforward way calculates the 
volume of the tetrahedron of all four-satellite 
combinations. Other variants select the first satellite with 
the largest elevation angle [6] or along the velocity vector 
[5]; the second step for both techniques targets a satellite 
109.5° away from the first; the third and fourth satellites 
maximize the volume of the tetrahedron. A third variant 
based on the tetrahedron theory is developed by Li [7], 
and referred to by [8] as the “Four-step algorithm”, which 
yields sub-optimal geometry with reduced computational 
load. It first selects the highest elevation angle satellite; 
the second has the largest angle distance with the first; the 
third satellite is selected for its smallest angular distance 

to either of the two still unpopulated vertices of the 
tetrahedron; and the fourth is selected to minimize PDOP. 
It is also possible to further select more satellites based on 
DOPs. However, the resultant DOP will not decrease 
significantly due to the algorithm’s limitations. 
 
Extending the 4-satellite optimal geometry theory, Zhang 
et al. [9] try to find new optimal geometries for greater 
subsets. They developed a fast satellite selection 
algorithm to identify the satellites most similar to these 
optimal geometries. The geometries found for 5 to 16 
satellites share the same characteristic: two to five 
satellites lie at zenith while others are uniformly 
distributed at the horizon circle. Based on these pre-
calculated optimal geometries, the number of satellites to 
be tracked at zenith is determined for any number of 
selected satellites. The satellite with smallest elevation 
angle is also selected, and the remaining visible satellites 
are grouped and screened out by comparing their azimuth 
angles with this satellite against a threshold. Simulation 
results show that there is an average of 5.79% GDOP 
increase compared with the optimal algorithm, and a 
worst case of 50% GDOP increase.  
 
3.3 QUASI-OPTIMAL SATELLITE SELECTION 

ALGORITHM 
 
A quasi-optimal satellite selection algorithm is introduced 
in [8] by MIT researchers: it produces a selected subset 
whose PDOP is nearly 100% the optimal one. Most 
differences are within 5% of the optimal PDOP, and the 
worst case deviation reaches 23% using random 
constellations, but only 4% higher using simulated 
constellations. This quasi-optimal algorithm is based on 
the intuition that the line-of-sight vectors that are co-
linear are redundant. This inspires the design of a cost 
function: A�,C � 1=>2D�,C   (5) 

where D�,C   is the angle between <=>�  and <=>C  so that the 
cost is highest when the two vectors are co-linear 
( D�,C E 0° =/ D�,C E F180°�  and lowest when they are 
perpendicular (D�,C E 90°). The cost for the ?	@satellite is 
the sum of all the cost functions of this satellite to all the 
N visible satellites: 

 A� � G 1=>2D�,C
�

CH  (6) 

 
Without introducing the optimization details, this quasi-
optimal algorithm executes as follows: 

1. Computes the cost for all visible satellites; 
2. Eliminates the satellite having the largest cost, 

which is the most redundant satellite and 
provides the least additional information; 

3. If the remaining satellites number is greater than 
desired, repeat 1 and 2. 
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Thanks to the simplified design of the cost function in (5), 
equation (6) is very easy to compute from the direction 
cosine matrix and various optimizations can be applied to 
significantly reduce the computational load. The FLOPs 
needed to select 6 satellites out of 7 to 15 is shown in 
Figure 3 [8]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Computational Load of Optimal Satellite 

Selection (6 SVs selected out of 7 to 15) [8] 

It can be seen that the quasi-optimal algorithm is more 
suitable for real-time applications. The proposed recursive 
quasi-optimal satellite selection algorithm will be 
introduced in the next section. 
 
 
4 PROPOSED RECURSIVE QUASI-OPTIMAL 

SATELLITE SELECTION 
 
This section presents a newly addition to the quasi-
optimal algorithm family: the proposed recursive quasi-
optimal satellite selection algorithm. It yields quasi-
optimal constellation geometries with any desired number 
of satellites. The proposed method matches and 
outperforms in some cases the existing MIT quasi-optimal 
algorithm in terms of DOP error with a small increase in 
computational load. 
 
4.1 RECURSIVE QUASI-OPTIMAL 

ALGORITHM DESIGN 
 
The proposed recursive satellite selection algorithm is 
derived from the following phenomenon: 
 

For any given N visible satellites, a k–subset 
(containing k satellites) providing optimal 
geometry tends to share most elements with a (k-1) 
–subset of optimal geometry.  

 
This can be verified by simulation using randomly 
generated direction cosine matrix or a simulated single- or 
multi-systems satellites’ constellation. Table 2 shows an 

example of a simulated GPS-only constellation using 
Spirent SimGen software logged data. 
 

Table 2: Selected k Satellites out of 13 Visible 
Satellites 

k

12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

11 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

10 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

9 2 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8 2 4 7 8 9 10 11 12

7 2 3 4 8 9 11 12

6 2 4 9 10 11 12

5 1 4 6 9 11

4 2 4 7 11

Selected SVs out of 13 Visible Ones

 
 
A total of 13 visible satellites are generated and k �IJ34, 124�  selected satellites using optimal satellite 
selection algorithm. Comparing two successive rows from 
top to bottom, each new row will drop one satellite from 
k=12 to k=8, and maintain the same remaining satellites. 
As k decreases to smaller numbers, newly selected 
satellites are highlighted by colored cells. The successive 
subsets’ differences being small (especially for larger N), 
it becomes possible to select k-1 satellites out of the 
previously selected k satellites without noticeably 
degrading the solution. This selection process is applied 
recursively to reduce k from the total visible satellites’ 
number to the desired number of satellites to be tracked. 
 
Given N visible satellites, using this recursive algorithm 
to select M (M<N) satellites runs as follows: 

1. Initialize k = N; 
2. Generate all (k-1)–subsets (i.e. each (k-1)–subset 

has k-1 satellites), the total number of subsets is ��� � � I; 
3. Compute GDOP or (any other metric) for each 

(k-1) –subset; 
4. Find the smallest GDOP within the k results; 
5. Put the satellite excluded from the selected (k-1) 

–subset to a list for fast replacement; 
6. Remove the rejected satellite and decrease k; 
7. Return to Step 2 until k equals M. 

Notably, Step 2 is simply excluding satellite 1 to satellite 
k for each (k-1) – subset. The most computational 
intensive processing is Step 3, which calculates k different 
GDOPs (i.e. one for each subset), involving matrix 
multiplication and inversion, both of which can be 
optimized due to similarities between any two subsets. 
From all the k line-of-sight vectors, a single direction 
cosine matrix is formed in (3), where the ?	@ line-of-sight 
vector can be formulated as: 
 <=>� � 3�xL, yL , zL�, 14, 1 O ? O I (7) 



 
Calculating the matrix multiplication in (8) is required 
only once at the first iteration of the satellite selection 
process (when k=N) since all subsequent matrix 
multiplications can be derived from it. The matrix 
multiplication of N satellites leading to the original 
reference intermediate result QN is: 
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Then, for each iteration, the intermediate results P�� ,� 
(i.e. k-1 satellites for any excluded SVi) are derived from 
the previously selected P� : 
 

P�� ,� � P� Y ZxLxL xLyLyLxL yLyL xLzL xLyLzL yLzLxL zLyLxL yL zLzL zLzL 1 [
� P� Y \��\� 

 

(9) 

\� � 3<=>�  14     1 O ? O I (10) 
 
where \�  is the extended line-of-sight vector. Thus, by 
simply saving the P�  of the selected subset, all matrix 
multiplications of the next iterations can be calculated by 
(9). 
 
According to (3), the inversion of matrix Q is needed for 
the GDOP computation, and this can be done using the 
Matrix Inversion Lemma introduced in [10]. This method 
takes advantage of the minimal changes of any two 
adjacent subsets and calculates matrix inversion in an 
iterative approach. This algorithm can produce any (k-1) –
subset matrix inversion from the previously selected k–
subset matrix inversion. This approach is approximately 
40% faster than the LU Decomposition method for 4x4 
matrices, according to the Author’s estimation by 
summing all the arithmetical operations for both methods. 
 
Note that initially, the inversion of P� is computed using 
LU Decomposition. Then for each subset excluding the ?	@  satelite, inversion of P�� ,� is carried out and GDOP2 
is calculated as follows: 
 

1. \� � 3<=>�  14           1 O ? O U 
2. 0 � \� � P� 

3. ] � ^_^� à_�  

4. P�� ,� � P� Y ] � 0 
5. ������ ,�! � ./012�P�� ,�� 

Then, find the minimum among the k combinations of ������ ,�! , and update P�  with the corresponding P�� ,�. 
This completes one iteration of the satellite selection 
process.  
 
At each iteration, one satellite is rejected and stored as a 
fast-replacement satellite. Signal blockage being common 
for receivers moving in an urban canyon environment, 
fast-replacement backups provide next-best satellites to 
track in case of satellite losses before the next calculation 
of the quasi-optimal satellite subset. To select k satellites 
out of N, the proposed algorithm will need N-k iterations. 
Each iteration will exclude one satellite and this satellite 
is pushed into a stack. When needed, pop out the latest 
backup satellite from the stack’s top; this latest backup 
satellite being, after all, the one of the former selected 
quasi-optimal (k+1)–subset. The replenished k–subset 
should have GDOP no worse than the largest GDOP of 
the k+1 subsets. This is further proved by simulation and 
demonstrated in the following section 4.2 after the 
performances’ evaluation of the proposed recursive quasi-
optimal satellite selection algorithm. 
 
4.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
This section presents a performance comparison of the 
proposed approach with the MIT quasi-optimal method 
by Monte-Carlo analysis using both random and 
simulated constellations. Random constellations are more 
general and give overall performance insights of the 
algorithms. Simulated constellations are used to validate 
the proposed algorithm, and provide more practical 
results. It is not necessary to compare the proposed 
algorithm with other sub-optimal methods, as the MIT 
algorithm presented in [8] is much superior than those 
algorithms. The optimality is evaluated using the PDOP’s 
ratio of the quasi-optimal to the optimal methods [8], 
defined as 
 bcd^�� � ����cd^��������	�^e  (11) 

 
Since the optimal algorithm yields the smallest PDOP 
from given N satellites, the magnitude of bcd^�� is always 
greater (or equal) than 1, and the closer to 1, the better 
performance of the algorithm being evaluated. Although 
the recursive quasi-optimal algorithm can use any DOP, 
the PDOP is first used as the geometry metric, since the 
MIT quasi-optimal algorithm is not designed to optimize 
GDOP. After adapting the MIT algorithm, the comparison 
is then extended to GDOP. 
 



4.2.1 SATELLITE SELECTION FROM 
RANDOM CONSTELLATIONS 

 
A total of 1000 random direction cosine matrices were 
generated in Matlab. The MIT quasi-optimal algorithm, 
the proposed recursive quasi-optimal algorithm and the 
optimal algorithm were applied. Both quasi-optimal 
techniques’ results were separately evaluated against the 
results of the optimal satellite selection method. The 
statistical distribution ofbcd^���fg�   and bcd^���h�idh��j�  
are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of ζlmnoL�MIT(PDOP) 

 
Figure 5: Distribution of ζlmnoL�stumsoLvt(PDOP) 

Both algorithms perform exceptionally well: the recursive 
quasi-optimal algorithm has 111 cases out of 1000 runs 
that achieve the optimal PDOP, while MIT algorithm only 
achieves 97 such cases. At the other end of the spectrum, 
two runs out of 1000 of the proposed recursive algorithm 
reach a maximum of 3% deviation, while the MIT 
algorithm’s maximum point exceeds the optimal PDOP 
by a 4.1% deviation.  

 
Figure 6: Distribution of ζlmnoL�MIT(GDOP) 

 

Figure 7: Distribution of ζlmnoL�stumsoLvt(GDOP) 

The same simulation was also conducted with the GDOP 
metric. Corresponding results are shown in Figure 6 and  
Figure 7. It can be seen that the proposed recursive 
algorithm outperforms the MIT solution with 42.6%     bcd^���h�idh��j�  of cases matching the optimal solution 
compared to only 18.7% that of the bcd^���fg� . 
Furthermore, the maximum deviation of the proposed 
algorithm shows 6% larger GDOP than the optimal one in 
only one occasion out of 1000. On the other hand, the 
maximum deviation of MIT’s algorithm reaches 2.5 times 
the optimal GDOP. 
 

4.2.2 SATELLITE SELECTION FROM 
SIMULATED GPS CONSTELLATIONS 

 
Simulated GPS constellations were generated using the 
Spirent SimGen simulation software. The simulated 
satellites’ position was recorded using the built-in bulk 
logging function of SimGen. The logging interval was set 
to 6 minutes, and a total of 2 days’ data were collected. 
The user was static at coordinates N40 W80 and was set 
to a high elevation of 80km, so that the visible satellites 
could reach 13. A total of 576 samples (9.6-hour long) 
were tested using the three algorithms applied from 4 to 9 
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satellites. More satellites and longer data could have been 
generated and used, but it would have required weeks of 
calculations due to the optimal algorithm’s extremely 
long computation time. The mean and maximum values 
of bcd^���fg� and bcd^���h�idh��j�  are summed up in Table 
3 and Table 4, respectively. Note that the proposed 
approach may not perform as well with very low (i.e. 4-5) 
satellites number. 
 
Table 3: Mean value of bcd^���fg� and bcd^���h�idh��j�  

SV Selected 4 5 6 7 8 9

Mean ζ quasi-MIT 1.024 1.014 1.008 1.011 1.014 1.017

Mean ζ quasi-ecursive 1.024 1.014 1.008 1.011 1.013 1.017

 
Table 4: Maximum value of bcd^���fg� and bcd^���h�idh��j�  

SV Selected 4 5 6 7 8 9

Max ζ quasi-MIT 1.070 1.052 1.033 1.031 1.041 1.051

Max ζ quasi-ecursive 1.077 1.040 1.031 1.029 1.041 1.051

 
From the statistics of the 576 runs, the recursive quasi-
optimal selection algorithm slightly outperforms the MIT 
quasi-optimal algorithm, especially in terms of the max 
deviation. Both algorithms are, on average, less than 3% 
greater than the optimal results. 
 

4.2.3 FAST REPLACEMENT EVALUATION 
 
Worst case analysis of fast replacement satellites was 
simulated using randomly generated direction cosine 
matrices. Given N visible satellites, the recursive quasi-
optimal algorithm selects the k–subset that has the 
greatest PDOP out of k+1 satellites, thus the rejected one 
is regarded as lost. Then, an optimal satellite selection is 
applied to k-1 satellites (excluding the dropped satellite). 
The PDOPs of the optimal selection results are compared 
with that of the recursive quasi-optimal selection for N = 
12, and k = 6 to 10. The distribution of bw^�	 h��e^i�  
defined in (12) is collected during 1000 runs. 
 bw^�	 h��e^i� � ����x�h�	 i^��������	�^e  (12) 

 
Figure 8: Distribution of 6 satellites 

In Figure 8, the first 4 bins added together account for 
68.9% of the worst case PDOP; using fast replace satellite 
has a 30% growth in PDOP. Maximum deviation is 8.9 
times the optimal result, but by rare chance (1 out of 
1000). The statistical results are listed in Table 5. It can 
be seen that the worst case mean value of bw^�	 h��e^i�  is 
reasonably good from 1.37 to 1.08, and the maximum 
deviation decreases as selected number of satellites 
grows. 
 
Table 5: Statistics of ζynoT stz{nut for 6 -10 SVs out of 13 

SV Selected 6 7 8 9 10

Mean ζ fast replace 1.373 1.211 1.155 1.123 1.082

Max ζ fast replace 8.951 4.124 2.684 2.255 1.72
 

 

4.3 COMPUTATIONAL LOAD 
 
The computational load for selecting 12 satellites out of 
13 to 45 in-view satellites is estimated for optimal, MIT 
quasi-optimal and recursive quasi-optimal selection 
algorithms and shown in Figure 9. In order to comply 
with the MIT algorithm, the metric used in the recursive 
quasi-optimal algorithm is PDOP, thus 3x3 matrix 
inversions are performed. The computational load is 
evaluated by FLOPs, where each float point addition, 
multiplication and division is regarded as one FLOP. 
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Figure 9: Computational Loads’ Comparison 

As one can observed from Figure 9, the computational 
load for the recursive quasi-optimal method is 
approximately two to three times higher than the MIT 
quasi-optimal algorithm, but still six orders of magnitude 
lower than the optimal algorithm applied to 30 in-view 
satellites. Also notice that the optimal algorithm grows by 
ten orders of magnitude from 13 to 45 satellites, while the 
recursive quasi-optimal algorithm only increases by 50 
times. 
 

4.4 WEIGHTED RECURSIVE QUASI OPTIMAL 
ALGORITHM 

 
The error model in (1) suggests that both the geometry 
and the UERE should be kept as small as possible to 
enhance the navigational accuracy. During the satellite 
selection process, it is desirable to account for the two 
factors. In order to do so, weighted satellite selection 
algorithms provide possible solutions. Research has been 
done on the topic: by referring to User Ranging Accuracy 
(URA) and to the satellite health information in the 
navigation data [11], by modeling iono- and tropospheric 
delays based on the elevation angle [12], by considering 
signal-noise-ratio [13], by evaluating the received power 
by the satellite-user distance [14] or by evaluating 
Kalman filter’s residuals, a weighing matrix W can be 
formed and applied to the recursive quasi-optimal satellite 
selection algorithm. Thus (3) becomes: 
 ���� �  -./0123���|��� 4 (13) 

| � Zw ~ w:
[ (14) 

 
And (9) extends to 

P�� ,�x � P�x Y wL ZxLxL xLyLyLxL yLyL xLzL xLyLzL yLzLxL zLyLxL yL zLzL zLzL 1 [
� P� Y wL\��\� 

 

(15) 

The weighting factors can also be used to reduce the 
number of satellite transitions, which tend to cause slow 
convergence of the carrier phase ambiguity states and to 
degrade state estimates. For some applications, weighting 
factors can apply extra strength favoring rising satellites 
in order to have longer carrier phase accumulation. 
 

4.5 RAIM-ENABLED SATELLITE SELECTION 
 
For some applications, robustness is of great concern, and 
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) 
algorithms might be employed to detect and exclude 
potential unexpected satellites’ faults. These kinds of 
algorithm use the redundancy from at least five satellites, 
imposing a constraint on the satellite selection, which 
makes it possible for RAIM or Fault Detection and 
Exclusion (FDE) algorithms to meet designed false alarm 
rate and detection probability. Otherwise, the selected 
satellite geometry is referred to as being inadmissible [4] 
even if it yields very good DOP. Indeed, inadmissible 
geometries lack the appropriate redundancy for integrity 
check and could be screened out at satellite selection 
stage. The integrity constraint is formulated in [10] as: 
 ���! � ����! Y ���!, ? � 1, . . , I (16) max ���! O ���@h��@! , �? � I (17) 
 
where DOP is the DOP of k selected satellites and DOPi 
is the DOP of k-1 satellites with the ?	@ satellite removed. ���@h��@!  is a threshold predetermined for Probability of 
False Alarm (PFA) and Probability of Missed Detection 
(PMD) to meet the worst case fault detection requirement. 
This constraint can be easily incorporated into the 
recursive quasi-optimal satellite selection algorithm and 
hence make the selected satellites RAIM-admissible. 
Simply by running one more iteration of the recursive 
algorithm and calculate k ���! from the k satellites, and 
comparing to the predetermined threshold, the constraint 
is met when (17) is satisfied for all i, or a constraint 
violation is reported and further actions may be taken. 
 
 
5 IMPACTS OF OPTIMAL GEOMETRY 

CHANGING RATE ON SATELLITE 
SELECTION PERFORMANCES 

 
As the receiver roams and GNSS satellites orbit the Earth, 
the subset yielding optimal geometry is continuously 
changing. Thus, satellite selection needs to be executed 
periodically to avoid out-of-date satellite geometries 
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degrading the navigation solution’s accuracy. The optimal 
geometry changing rate dictates the satellite selection’s 
ideal repeat interval, especially for low dynamic receivers 
[5]. This changing rate was studied by simulation 
assuming static receiver at N39 E72, on sea level. A 48-
hour data set was generated by SimGen with a one minute 
resolution, to which the optimal satellite selection 
algorithm was applied. The interval between two 
successive optimal subsets is analyzed and its statistics 
are given in Table 6 for selecting 4 to 8 satellites out of 
12. The optimal geometry changes faster as the receiver 
moves, thus the mean value in Table 6 can be regarded as 
worst case bound and the selection repeat interval should 
be no longer than those values.  
 

Table 6: Optimal Geometry Changing Rate 

SV Selected 4 5 6 7 8

Min Interval (min) 1 1 1 1 1

Max Interval (min) 66 73 58 45 101

Mean Interval (min) 12.4 11.3 12.3 12.6 15.7  
 
 
6 SUMMARY 
 
In conclusion, the proposed recursive quasi-optimal 
satellite selection algorithm yields near-optimal geometry 
at a very low computational cost. It can target any DOP 
metrics, while weighting factors can account for UERE 
errors during satellite selection. A stack of fast 
replacement backup satellites is generated as a by-product 
of the proposed algorithm. RAIM constraints can be 
easily incorporated by running an extra recursive 
selection iteration to check the selected satellites’ 
admissibility to fault detection algorithms. The proposed 
algorithm outperforms all the existing fast satellite 
selection algorithms. Such performances, flexibility and 
versatility make the recursive quasi-optimal satellite 
selection algorithm ideal for GNSS receivers’ real-time 
applications. 
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